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Abstract: Although an endangered ethnic minority due to a series of geopolitical, 

economic and social factors and a very special case through its specific 

context, Crimean origins, Ottoman heritage, communist regime, Turkish 

influence, the Tatar common identity in Dobrudja was a subject of little 

interest. The paper follows the evolution of ethno-national identity all 

throughout the 20th century, since the absorption into Romania, 

throughout the communist period until the present day. To envisage as 

wider view as possible on the matter I decided the development of the 

study on three analysis directions: self-perception, perception of the past, 

image of the other (Turks, majority group). As a work of historical and 

ethnic imagology, based on the Tatar literature in Dobrudja, on their folk 

texts, newspapers, official texts, textbooks, information from the 

interviews and through the method of text analysis I will try to enhance 

the values and symbols that dominate the collective identity of the Tatar 

community in Dobrudja and to determine their ideological and social role. 

For the communist period, considering the total lack of any written 

source, a specific method belonging to oral history and sociology, the 

interview, will be used. Specific features will be traced with the aim of 

exploring the ways in which these have shaped the Tatar common 

identity: the memory of migration, the ways the Crimean Tatars 

maintained their identity and the factors that changed it, the perception of 

the origin territory, the preference for Turkish identity, evolution of 

influences and relations to Turkey and Crimea, cross-border relations 

between Tatars from Dobrudja and those from home and Central Asia. 

The study will trace the historical process that saw the transformation of 

this traditionally organized Muslim community into a politically mobilized, 

secular nation possessing a well defined modern sense of national 

identity and a strong attachment to a secularly-defined homeland, in the 

Western nationalist sense. 

 


